
Tales of Clever Peter 

 

The bull is not so scary 
A gardener in whom Sly Peter was farmhand, called Pop lit water his garden. The priest took some big empty 
saddlebags and got on a horse and went into the garden. Consecrated water gardener put into his hand over a 
dime and left with Sly Peter to send him. Priest led his horse between the furrows seen vegetables and says the 
gardener:  
- Good plaguing eggplants have ... Large peppers her what you ...  
- They are good - responsible gardener and put into saddlebags plaguing eggplants and peppers.  
- What do you paste? Watch how tight do you have wrapped cabbages! January cut off my only child dvechki, 
nice leafs make goals. And what becomes of dulma courgettes!  
- It becomes, Father Priest - replied the gardener, cut his cabbages and his picked zucchini.  
- If you have small cucumbers, where you have left, Yzer them May last time, give me some cucumbers for 
pickles . Ha, I'd forgotten grandmother priest's wife had told me a little onion ... January I tore a few chapters .... 
gardener angry, but there was nothing to do - that's what pop? Bent and his naskubal onions.  
- Help you and I - and told the priest bent down, and he and his naskubal onions.  
So - it: nice, give me that, from what I pull a, - till it goes out to the priest from the garden , nice to fill the 
saddlebags.  
During the night something madness in the garden.  
- Bre guys! - Shouted the gardener. - What is it?  
- A buffalo entered - the boys responded.  
- go quickly and drove it! A Clever Peter said:  
- Lay calmly boys. The bull will eat and go. It is terrible if someone was pop, as he ate five times more to carry! 

Clever Peter is the hero of Mariovo folklore. As its name suggests it has the smarts and wit and even deceit. Rival in the stories about him is Nasreddin 
Hodja, the personification of the typical Turk. After the liberation of  Balkan occupies its place in its modern version - Bai Ganjo. Unlike Bai Ganjo, which is 
sometimes considered vulgar, simple and having other negative qualities Clever Peter remained in the minds of Marivwc  as a positive hero. 
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Itar_Pejo  

 

 


